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CMI 
What is 

software?
Graphical Monitoring Software (CMI-1101) 

is an advanced fire alarm monitoring and 

warning system. CMI-1101 use Modbus 

ASCII protocol to communicate with 

Olympia-Electronics addressable fire alarm 

panels of the BSR-100x family. 

Using a simple interface, where the user 

can view in real time the alarm or fault 

condition and check the event history of 

the fire alarm system. 

With CMI-1101 the user can execute a 

variety of commands to the fire alarm panel 

such as reset, evacuate, siren silence / 

resound etc. Broadcast commands are also 

available, which executes the commands to 

all the connected panels simultaneously.

Having multiple connectivity options gives 

the user a versatile tool which can be 

implemented in existing fire alarm 

installations with just a few easy 

modifications, or installed to a new fire 

alarm system customizable to the needs of 

every installation.
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921110100 CMI-1101 Basic license (Visual software monitor) for 1 
panel BSR-1001 or BSR-1002 or BSR-1004

GRAPHICAL ENVIRONMENT SOFTWARE 
FOR FIRE DETECTION SYSTEM MANAGEMENT

TYPECODE DESCRIPTION

921110200 CMI-1102 Extended license for second PC 
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921110300 CMI-1103 Extended license for extra panel BSR-1001 
or BSR-1002 or BSR-1004*

*max number of supported panel: 16



Graphical Monitoring Software CMI-1101 

 

� Real time monitor of the fire alarm installation

� Multiple panels connection with one USB cable or more if it's necessary 

� UI interface similar with BSR-100x family fire alarm panel 

� Multiple panels monitoring in the same software 

� Import floor plans in multiple file formats (png, jpg, bmp,tiff etc).

� Drag and drop icon placement provides easy device location on floor plans

� Alarms and faults indication in both panel and floor plan

� Color coded messages about the events (alarm, fault etc.) for direct and easy monitoring

� Special commands from software to panel (reset, evacuate, siren silence / resound etc.)

� Broadcast commands to all the connected panels at once

� Monitor the same fire alarm system from a second PC connected to the local Network

With Graphical Monitoring Software (CMI-1101) the user has the ability to 

Advantages
ofCMI
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The CMI-1101 UI is identical to the real 

BSR-100X panel, making it easy and 

straight forward to use. The software 

follows the exact behavior of all the 

functions of the real panel, such as the 

LEDs, the display screen, the commands.

Multiple monitor panel
Database

User interface
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The configuration requires two steps:

� Connect the panel to the BMS-485 device and then to the PC's USB port

� Import the .jtx file of the specific fire alarm installation (exported from the PC-100X software) and configure the software

� Using one BMS-485 USB device, and all the panels connected in parallel

Configuration

Connectivity

There are two ways of connecting (up to 15) BSR-100X panels to CMI-1101 PC software:
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� Using more than one BMS-485 USB devices, and connect the panels in groups in 
parallel, each group having its own BMS-485 USB device 
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Modbus

Modbus
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RS-485
Modbus
to TCP/IP

� The software also supports communication over Ethernet, with the use 
of a converting RS-485 to Ethernet (TCP/IP) gateway device.

Ethernet Network
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